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Location of Paul Scherrer Institute
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The proton accelerator

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 12

Muons & Pions at PSI

Ring cyclotron at PSI
590 MeV energy with 1.4 MW  
beam power
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Most powerful accelerator in the world
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PSI Proton Accelerator HIPA
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Cockroft-Walton

Injector cyclotron
590 MeV cyclotron  
2.4 mA, 1.4 MW 
50 MHz

Spallation source SINQ

Proton therapy

Spallation source for 
ultracold neutrons 
nEDM experiment

Muon target stations TgM & TgE 
7 beamlines for particle  
physics and material science
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Production Target TgE

40 mm polycrystalline graphite
~40 kW power deposition
Temperature 1700 K
Radiation cooled @ 1 turn/s
Beam loss 12% (+18% from scattering)
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Meson Production 
 Target 

Muon Rate: 
4.6E8 P+/sec 
@ p=29.8 MeV/c 

T.Prokscha et al NIM-A (2008) 

Muon Transport Channel PE4 target, d=40mm 

solenoids 

quadrupoles 

TARGET CONE 
Mean diameter:      450 mm 
Graphite density:    1.8 g/cm3 

Operating Temp.:   1700 K 
Irrad. damage rate:  0.1 dpa/Ah 
Rotation Speed:      1 Turn/s 
Target thickness:    40 mm 
                                 7 g/cm2 

Beam loss:              12  % 
Power deposit.:    20 kW/mA 

M.Seidel, J-PARC, Oct 2015 

protons
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Pions, surface and cloud muons

Pions produced through the interaction of the 
protons with the target
Low-energy muon beam lines typically tuned to 
surface-μ+ at ~ 28 MeV/c
Contribution from cloud muons at similar 
momentum about 100x smaller
Negative muons only available as cloud muons
50 MHz beam structure for pions and cloud 
muons
For surface muons: time structure of cyclotron 
smeared out by pion lifetime → DC muon 
beams 
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Surface muons

Cloud muons

protons

π+

μ+

surface muons 
stopped pion decay

x

π+/-

μ+/-

cloud muons 
pion decay-in-flight

muons. This is followed by Sec. III, in which we explore
the possibility of extracting surface muons from an existing
spallation target. Section IV then describes an existing
standard target for surface muon production followed by
Secs. V and VI, where we explore the possibilities of
enhancing the surface muon production by optimizing the
shape and material of the standard target.

II. PION PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

Pions are produced at a proton accelerator through a
multitude of different channels. Above the single pion
production threshold of ∼280 MeV in the center-of-mass
frame the following reactions are available:

pþ p → pþ nþ πþ pþ n → pþ nþ π0

pþ p → pþ pþ π0 pþ n → pþ pþ π−

pþ p → dþ πþ pþ n → nþ nþ πþ

pþ n → dþ π0:

Beyond a proton energy of 600MeV the creation of pairs of
pions becomes possible and additional reaction channels
open up:

pþ p→ pþ pþ πþ þ π− pþ n→ pþ nþ πþ þ π−

pþ p→ pþ pþ π0 þ π0 pþ n→ pþ nþ π0 þ π0

pþ p→ nþ nþ πþ þ πþ pþ n→ nþ nþ πþ þ π0

pþ p→ nþ pþ πþ þ π0 pþ n→ dþ π− þ πþ

pþ p→ dþ πþ þ π0 pþ n→ dþ π0 þ π0

pþ n→ pþ pþ π− þ π0

At even higher proton energies further higher multiplicity
pion production channels become possible. However, for
traditional meson factories with energies below 1000 MeV
only the above reaction channels are relevant.
In the early years of the meson factories detailed

measurements of the pion production cross sections were
performed at SIN (now Paul Scherrer Institute PSI) and
at the 184” cyclotron of the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) at proton energies of 585 and
730 MeV, respectively [11–13]. Especially the measure-
ments at low pion energies [13] are of utmost importance in
understanding the generation of surface muons.
Hadronic models distributed with GEANT4 [14] are

generally able to model the pion production reactions
given above. However, several models perform rather
poorly and even models that perform well for certain
proton energies, scattering angles, and for certain elements
perform poorly under other conditions. Figure 1 shows a
comparison of data with the results of various hadronic
models widely used with GEANT4. Especially the two

models BERT (the default GEANT4 hadronic model) and
INCLXX deviate strongly by as much as a factor of 10 [15].
For the above reasons we have embarked on the task of

introducing reliable πþ production cross sections into our
GEANT4 simulations. The basis for our own cross sections

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Simulated double-differential cross sections for πþ

production on carbon at a proton energy of 585 MeV and a
scattering angle of (a) 22.5, (b) 90 and (c) 135 degrees for several
hadronic models used in GEANT4 4.9.6 (BERT, BIC, INCLXX)
and 4.9.5 (INCL_ABLA) in comparison to data from [12,13].
The parametrization is described in the text.

F. BERG et al. PHYS. REV. ACCEL. BEAMS 19, 024701 (2016)

024701-2
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Possible locations for pion experiments

PiE5:
Highest-rate beamline 
available to particle 
physics
Home of MEG, Mu3e, 
Lamb Shift, piHe, …

PiE1:
Shared with muSR
Home of MuSun, 
PIBETA, PEN, …

PiE3:
Belonging to muSR 
(high-field muSR)
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PiE5

Low-momentum, low-resolution, 
high-acceptance beamline

Particle rates given in the plot 
typically too high: 
However, up to 109 pi+/s at 100 
MeV/c and full momentum 
acceptance possible
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Recent pion experiment in PiE5: piHe
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piHe Beam

Beamline quite a bit extended 
compared to “normal” configuration
Use of long separator to suppress 
electron background

Factor 4 more pion rate with high-
voltage off
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At target position: 2D Gaussian profile with FWHMs of 14 and 22 
mm, and 8% momentum bite at 85 MeV/c momentum 

Thesis A. Soter
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PiE1

High-momentum, high-resolution, 
low-acceptance beamline
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PIBETA, PEN at PiE1

PIBETA: 
~106 pi+/s at 113 MeV/c (1% 
momentum bite, 1.7 mA proton 
current, 60 mm TgE)
Positrons separated through 
differential energy loss in 4 mm 
thick carbon degrader mounted 
upstream
PID at active target through TOF

PEN: few 104 pi+/s at 70-85 MeV/c
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CHAPTER 3: THE PEN EXPERIMENT 29

3.2 The PEN Detector System

The PEN detector system is basically an upgraded version of the PIBETA detector [31] that was

used from 1999 to 2004 to measure the beta decay of the pion, π+ → π0eν [62], and the radiative

decay, π+ → e+νeγ [18]. This chapter will give a brief overview of the entire PEN detector, with

emphasis given to new detector components that were added or upgraded for this experiment.

(a) Photograph taken during the assembly of the PEN de-
tector system in 2007.

(b) PEN detector system in 2010 with the lead shielding
house rolled away allowing us to view the thermal house
surrounding the main detector region.

(c) Photograph from 2007 with the lead shielding house in
place.

Figure 3.4: Photographs of the πE1 area taken from the gallery hall (southeast) with the PEN detector
system in various stages of assembly.

PEN in the front part of PiE1

tomography analysis that uses the pþ-eþne posi-
tron tracks recorded by the MWPCs. The beam spot
is almost symmetric and is centered on the target,
with horizontal and vertical profile rms widths of 7.6
and 8:4 mm; respectively. The two-dimensional x–y
beam profile is represented in our analysis by two
separated, rotated, and then modulated Gaussian
distributions. The details of our algorithm are
described in a separate publication [16].

The longitudinal distribution of stopping pions
in the active target scintillator is calculated in a
GEANT simulation and agrees very well with the
back-tracking tomography reconstruction of the z
coordinate beam profile. Fig. 16 shows the Monte
Carlo histogram with the sz width of 1:7 mm:

The temporal stability of the beam stopping
distribution, namely its position inside the target
and its spread, are monitored continuously with
the back-tracking tomography algorithm. The
lateral and the longitudinal centroids of the pþ

stopping spot varied with rms widths ofC0:05 and
0:2 mm; respectively, during the 3-month calibra-
tion period.

The distances from the forward beam counter
BC and the pion production E target to the center
of the stopping target are 3.87 and 16:83 m;
respectively. The eþ and mþ times relative to the
pþ arrival time, calculated under the assumption
of no decay-in-flight contamination, are then "7:3
and "2:8 ns for the BC–AT path and "12:6 and
"12:1 ns for the E–AT path. Fig. 17 shows the
beam composition revealed by this method. The

expected eþ=mþ TOF values quoted above are
indicated by the cross markers and agree reason-
ably well with the measured relative timings. The
mismatch is due to timing walk in the beam
counter discriminator. The extracted eþ and mþ

beam contaminations in the p-in-beam trigger
measured in TOF spectra are small, 0.4 and 0.2%,
respectively.

Calibration runs were performed using a relaxed
trigger configuration to study the pion beam
contamination. We retain a remarkably clean pþ

beam spot with less than 1.0% nonpionic contam-
ination even after omitting the RF signal in the pþ

beam coincidence and reducing the degrader dis-
criminator threshold by a factor of three, well below
the muon and positron energy depositions. In
addition, the measured eþ beam fraction value
was confirmed by using an extended target with a
50 mm long passive front section that stopped pþ

and mþ components. Monte Carlo simulations with
pþs generated at the forward beam counter position
predict an eþ contamination of 0.5% at the target
position, arising mostly from mþ decays in flight.

4. Cylindrical MWPCs

The primary need for a tracking detector in the
experiment is due to the p-en ðpe2Þ decay trigger.

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 16. The longitudinal ðzÞ component of the pþ stopping
distribution in the active target calculated in a GEANT simulation
using the momentum distribution given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 17. Beam particle identification using the TOF method.
The TOF difference between the forward beam counter BC and
the active target AT, which are separated by 3:87 m is plotted
along the vertical axis. The horizontal axis shows the particle
TOF between the production target E tagged by the 50 MHz
accelerator rf signal and the active target AT. The beam path
length between these two points is 16:83 m:

E. Frlež et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 526 (2004) 300–347310

NIMA 526 (2004) 300 
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Beamline for a future experiment?
π → e ν:

PiE1 is a possibility
Extrapolating from the rates 
achieved in PIBETA it should be 
possible to reach the required rate
Would be good to perform some 
first rate measurements

π → π0 e ν:
Only PiE5 is an option
Based on rates measured by piHe, 
should be possible to obtain 
required rate

Staged approach? First π → e ν in 
PiE1 and then π → π0 e ν in PiE5?
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“I estimate that   the pi->enu experiment would optimally run at 
roughly 2E5 Hz of   pions with a beam of P~75 MeV/c with dp/
p~+/-1% and a spot size ~2 cm dia. This would result in 3E8 pi->enu 
events in 3E7 s of operation with a 50% acceptance. PIENU ran at 
5E4 Hz and PEN at a much lower rate.

For pi->pi0 e nu, the beam stop rate would have to be higher, 
~2E7Hz. Here 75 MeV/c with larger dp/p, say ~+/-3% may be 
adequate, yielding 3E6 piB events in 3E7 s with 50% acceptance. 
PEN piB ran at E6 Hz (115 MeV/c).”

D. Bryman



Beam developments at PSI: 
HIMB Project → goal of delivering 1010 surface-mu+/s
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Floorplan PSI
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SINQ

TgE

TgM
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HIMB Slanted Target Design
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protons

Standard 40 mm TgE Slanted 40 mm TgE

Change of TgE geometry to increase surface 
muon rates for all connected beamlines
Increase safety margin for “missing” TgE with 
proton beam
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HIMB Slanted Target Tests
HIMB 40 mm slanted target installed on 25. 11. 2019

Muon beam rates:
40-50% increase in surface muon rate measured in 
μE4, πE5, πE3 and πE1 (μE1 not affected as it relies 
on pion collection)
Consistent with simulation to within 10%  
       
       40 mm slanted target as good or better    
       than 60 mm standard target!

Proton beam impact:
Setup of proton beam well under control
Increased safety margins confirmed

Future:
To be seen: Impact of higher thermal stress on long 
term stability of target wheel. HIMB target has been  
running all of 2020 until recent target change due to 
failure of bearings.
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Floorplan PSI
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Target Geometry for new TgM*

Change current 5 mm TgM for 20 mm TgM* (known situation from 60 mm TgE)

20 mm rotated slab target as efficient as Target E

20

Existing TgM

20 mm effective length  
5˚ rotated slab

p

1.3x1011 surface μ+/s

15
0 

m
m

New TgM*
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Split Capture Solenoids

Two normal-conducting, radiation-hard solenoids close to target to capture surface 
muons

Central field of solenoids ~0.35 T
Field at target ~0.1 T

21

500 mm 250 mm

solenoid
500 mm aperture

500 mm250 mm

solenoid
500 mm aperturep
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Solenoid Beamline

First version of beam optics showing that large number of muons can be transported.
Almost parallel beam, no focus, no separator, …
Final beam optics under development

Beamline of solenoids 
similar to capture  
solenoids

Large aperture (500 mm) 
bending magnets

20 mm TgM 
5˚ rotated slab

22

1.3 x 1010 μ+/s @ 2.3 mA Ip transported
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Solenoid Beamline

23

Source1.2 x 1011 μ+/s 1.3 x 1011 μ+/sTgE TgM*

Capture7.2 x 109 μ+/s  
C ~ 6%

3.4 x 1010 μ+/s  
C ~ 26%

Transmission
5 x 108 μ+/s  
T ~ 7%
Total ~ 0.4%

1.3 x 1010 μ+/s 
T ~ 40%
Total ~ 10%

Existing μE4  
beamline

Proposed  
solenoid  
beamline

Gain due  to high capture 
and transmission efficiency

Expect around 5x107 μ-/s at 
28 MeV/c
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Building a new target station
Challenging environment around TgM to 
change layout
Helium liquefier, tertiary cooling loop 7, lots 
of pipes, cables and conduits, power supply 
platforms, …
And of course in an environment with doses 
measured in Sv/h

24
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Challenges!
Main topics to study:

Position of new TgM*
Impact on existing infrastructure
Proton beam optics and channel
Performance of solenoidal channel
Electron/muon separation
New target area & shielding design
Disposal of activated components
Science case

Timeline:
CDR by end of 2021
Implementation during 2026/2027

25
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Conclusions

PSI beam lines capable of delivering the 
required pion intensities for future π → e ν 
and π → π0 e ν experiments

PSI would certainly be happy to host such 
upgraded pion experiments!

HIMB project:
Exciting prospects both for μ+ and μ- for 
experiments needing low-energy muons 
at ultra-high intensities 
HIMB will enable forefront muon 
research at PSI for the next 20+ years

26

The proton accelerator

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 12
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πE1

Measured beam rates for low-
energy muons

Not stated explicitly, but probably 
for around 2% momentum bite

σx,y  ~8 mm at final focus

28

2.3. Muon production at accelerator facilities
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Figure 2.4: Muon rate at the ⇡E1 beam line at PSI as function of the muon
momentum. The muon rates are given per mA proton current hitting the
pion production target. Adapted from [21].

2.3.1 Low-energy muons
Muons with momenta lower than 29.8 MeV/c arise from muons emitted at some
depth from the production target surface. However, the obtainable muon rates are
decreasing drastically with decreasing momentum, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The fig-
ure shows the rates of µ+ and µ�, respectively, which can be obtained at the ⇡E1
beam line at PSI per mA proton current. To obtain µ+ with even lower energy at
reasonable muon rates, a moderation scheme is required. In the following, three
methods are presented which can be used to moderate the µ+ down to energies in
the keV regime.

Muon cooling via Mu formation and ionization

One possible method to obtain low-energy muons is to first slow down a surface
µ+ beam in a hot tungsten foil, or Si powder, or an aerogel. These materials act
first as moderators and then as converters of µ+ into muonium (Mu=µ+e�) atoms.
Muonium is the bound state of an electron and the positive muon, analogously to
the hydrogen atom. A fraction of these µ+ is thus emitted from the converter surface
as Mu atom with energies in the eV regime. Afterwards, the ionization of muonium
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πE5

Old measured rates to be 
taken with a grain of salt 
→ were never reproduced in 
recent times

Expect around 106 μ-/s at 30 
MeV/c and 8% momentum 
bite
σx,y  ~15 mm at collimator

Scaling as p3 with momentum 
and roughly linear in 
momentum bite
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Figure 4.14: To-scale drawing of the ⇡E5 zone and the PiHe experiment. The negative
pions at 85 MeV/c momenta entered the zone at the right side of the image. The spin
rotator and the concrete shielding was modified to accommodate our setup, and new power
outlets were provided by PSI. A new compact quadrupole doublet from CERN provided
the final focus, and a motorized slit afterwards was cutting away the electron beam.

carbon target (“Target E”), and was transported to the ⇡E5 zone in some 10�14 m distance
at 85 MeV/c momenta.

The zone layout of the final experiment is shown in Fig. 4.14. A Wien-filter (used as an
energy separator) with a 167 cm e↵ective length was modified to allow it to fit in the ⇡E5
zone together with the PiHe apparatus. The ⇡

� beam traversed the separator between
two, opposite polarity high voltage (±275 kV) plates in a 150 mm gap. A magnetic field
perpendicular to the E field and the beam was tuned such that the orbit of the charged
pions was compensated to achieve maximum transmission (E + v⇡ ⇥B = 0). Particles of
di↵erent velocities experienced a nonzero Lorentz force, the much faster electrons separated

With the momentum slit fully opened and no separation, a pion rate of Rπ = 1.38 · 
108 Hz and a beam content of  79% e−, 18% π−, 3% μ− was estimated [81].  
The separator was aligned by applying first a high voltage of ±275 kV on the two 
electrodes, and then tuning the separator magnetic field to maximize transmission 
again. Focus on the last quadrupole doublet was set up to minimize beam diameter 
on the target, which was an estimated value of ∼15 mm and ∼22 mm FWHM at the 
target position. With the spin rotator on, the rate of pions were estimated to be Rπ = 
3.5 · 107, with the a ∼ 45 mrad separation of the pion and electron beam which 
corresponded to a ∼ 33 mm physical separation at the target position. The electrons 
that managed to pass the spin rotator yielded approximately a Re− = 1.4 · 108 Hz 
intensity. 

Thesis A. Soter
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First ideas for new TgM* design

Capture solenoids will need to come very close to the target wheel
First concept available showing how this could be accomplished
Goal is to use the same exchange flask as TgE for target changes
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Figure 10: Top view of the present Target M station (left) and a possible new arrangement with the two large coils
left and right from the target.The arrows show the beam paths of the protons (p) and muons (µ).

2.4.3 Research goals GFA/ABT

The two capture solenoids required by the muon beam optics are, to some extent, similar to the previously designed
WSX solenoids currently used in the µE4 beamline. The production of radiation-hard, large-aperture solenoids
remains a challenge to achieve at two levels:
Mechanical design: The design will use the basic principles used by the PSI magnet section in the past of several
magnets close to the targets: non-organic material, indirect cooling, redundancy and remote handling capabilities.
The need for the coil to be potted in soft solder and the hygroscopic properties of the insulating MgO powder
increase the manufacturing difficulties. A very restricted number of companies or institutes currently master this
manufacturing process. It is important that the magnet section pursues a common development with the possible
manufacturers in order consolidate our knowledge and improve the manufacturing process. The goal is to secure
the availability of radiation-hard magnets in view of upcoming future projects at high-intensity accelerators and
neutron spallation sources.
Magnetic characterization: Means of quantifiying their magnetic properties (axis, field integral etc.) are re-
quired. The magnet section is developing several measurement systems aiming at a precise 3D mapping of dipole
and solenoid fields and at finding the position of the magnetic axis of large aperture and/or long devices. The
development of 3-D mapping systems using Hall sensors has been successful but the measurement of the magnetic
axis remains a challenge: the use of Hall probes is not optimal since these type of devices are prone to drifts and
offsets. We propose to use a moving wire or a pulsed wire technique. Developments of the later will be also
beneficial for the magnetic characterization of the undulators used at light sources.

2.4.4 Research goals NES/LSM

Within the HiMB project we need to optimize possible conflicting criteria, obeying restrictive constraints, given by
the existing facility and the new design considerations in realizing HiMB. This part of the project will take as input
the various design works described in the sections 2.4.1-2.4.3. We refer to them as physics simulation in the sequel.
These pieces constitute the basis for a global optimization towards a feasible and robust HiMB design. A central
point of the LSM research contribution will be around large scale Genetic Algorithm (GA) based Multi-Objective
Optimization (MOO) in high dimensional spaces [58–60]. The Quantities of Interest (QoI) to optimize are particle
losses, muon and proton beam parameters, geometric and magnet related quantities. The current estimate for the
number of QoIs is above 15.

We will attack this challenging problem simultaneously in 2 complementary ways: 1. by applying our existing
GA based MOO framework and 2. make use of surrogate models.

For the first part, we will apply the PhD works of Marija Kranjčević [65] towards an integration with physics
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